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Realise your
digital roadmap

What makes us different
1. The new EA tool making waves in the market
2. Established in 2013, Ardoq represents the
next generation of graph EA tools designed for
ecosystem architecting
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9. Full commercial scale, deploying AI in an EA
tool for both Cloud and on-premises use
10. Ardoq is designed for those willing to break
free of old conventions, and to do things better

The power to do more

3. Ardoq’s Enterprise Intelligence Graph
automatically connects people, processes,
applications, and data across business and IT
ecosystems

Experience full-scale use of AI in Ardoq to:

4. Ardoq drives technology alignment with
strategy and cross-functional collaboration so as
to mitigate risk, uncover cost savings, and ensure
businesses are compliant

• Auto-complete fields in-tool and in-survey for
high-fidelity structured data collection

5. With clear best-in-class usability and no-UIlearning collaboration modes for inputting data,
as well as full-scale analytics access, Ardoq is
redefining what EA tools are capable of
6. The only EA tool with 100% open meta models
and 100% agility by design
7. Fully REST API-supported, and with the capacity
to deliver data-driven drawings of anything
8. Leader in AI across EA and GRC tools

• Auto-generate crowdsourcing surveys from
any data model

• Auto-update visual dive-in presentations,
regardless of where they are deployed
• Perform continuous gap discovery with smart
notifications (also to third party apps e.g. Slack)
• Find duplicated/synonymous data in data
graphs for higher data coherence and quality
• Automatically adjust graph analytics to user’s
preferences
• Ability to answer complex business questions
across multiple architecture domains using
natural language by combining NLP with
powerful graph search capabilities

Ardoq is 5*-rated on Gartner PeerInsights.
See below for some of our reviews.
“An exceptional EA Tool, but so
much more…” 5*
- Senior Architect in the Energy and
Utilities Industry (company size 1B 3B USD)

“Out of the box implementation
and immediate access to start
developing real life concepts” 5*

“Visualize the complexity and
get the understanding you
need” 5*

- Security Architect in the
Government Industry (company size
<50M USD)

- Senior IT Adviser in the Services
Industry (company size <50M USD)

